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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
I've been sincerely honoured to review the work from Dr Vaccaro and colleagues. The paper is a wide
overview on a renewed issue, it is hystorically correct, complete and updated with a remarkable
bibliographic search and very good exposition of each point. Of course some relevant papers have
not been highlighted but i guess they hit the point. In my opinion the main relevant aspect of this
paper is that it may be of a grat divulgative interest even amongst clinical and surgical oncologists
not directely involved into pancreatic cancer treatment. Nonetheless the paper shows some weak
points that may be improved toghether with the overall paper quality: a) Some language polishing
may be helpful in more direct understanding of the issue b) same as for the first point, for the huge
number of acronims used through the text c) Many sentences through the text contain repetitions,
redundances and some may benefit from some shortening. d) A complete table resuming
abbreviations used through the text could be of some help. e)Table 2 is really tough to read. maybe
splitting it into two or three according to the protocol characteristics i.e. phase of the study or stage of
disease, or type of treatment tested or whatsoever according to the authors preferences.
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The Authors give a complete overview about the past, the present and the future of the
chemiotherapy strategies in PDAC patients. In my opinion the paper gives a useful tool to the
clinicians handling PDCA patients. Summarizing some of the data in a couple of table would make
the paper more fluid. Page 6 row 6 OS is duoblet. I appreciated the Authors effort in writing that
work
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There is nothing to be revised.
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